


One of contemporary Norwegian cinema’s pre-eminent directors, Bent Hamer has devoted much 
of his career to critiques of his country’s celebration of heroic individualism. In his new film, 1001 
Grams, Hamer focuses to urbane urbanite Marie, a thirty something scientist, who has to attend a 
big conference in Paris, where she finds herself introduced to whole new worlds.

1001 grams
bent hamer 
norway, germany, france, 2014, 90’
norwegian, german, french, english; english & turkish subt.

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

2 December - Tuesday 21:15
3 December - Wednesday 12:15

WORLD CINEMA

1001 Grams

Sidney Film Award Sidney 
The latest assured gem from Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne is an examination of a simple moral 
dilemma. In a rural French town wracked by economic tough times, Sandra learns that, having 
just returned to her job at a solar panel manufacturing plant after a leave for clinical depression, 
she is now going to be laid off, because her sixteen co-workers have voted to fire her rather than 
lose their 1,000 euro bonuses.

two days, one night deux jours, une nuit
jean-pierre & luc dardenne
belgium, france, italy, 2014, 95’
french; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

29 November - Saturday 19:00
30 November - Sunday 12:15



Marat is a solitary figure, both in private and at work, where he is a night security guard for a 
large company. One evening he looks out of his window and sees a young woman down below 
who seems to be waiting for someone. In his loose adaptation of Dostoyevsky’s White Nights, the 
director opts for maximum economy and, via fleeting images of repeated situations, gives the 
narrative the impression of a spiral structure.

adventure priklyuchenie
nariman turebayev
kazakhstan, france, 2014, 78’
russian; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

28 November - Friday 16:30
1 December - Monday 16:30

Best Film, Best Director, Fipresci Award Sofia Special Jury Award Abu Dhabi Best Director 
GoEast Golden Olive Tree Lecce Special Jury Award Minsk
In Blind Dates, Sandro, a single schoolteacher in his forties who still lives with his parents, falls 
for Manana, the mother of one of his students. Although she too is taken with him, it turns out 
that her husband, a fiercely jealous man incarcerated for crimes of passion, is about to be released. 
Sandro offers to drive Manana to the prison to pick up her husband. The latter, oblivious to their 
relationship, ends up hiring Sandro as his driver.

blind dates shemtkhveviti paemnebi
levan koguashvili
georgia, 2013, 98’
georgian; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

29 November  -  Saturday 14:30
3 December  -  Wednesday 14:30

This is a valuable film and an idealistic, high-minded meditation on architecture, the public space 
and the life of the mind. As executive producer, Wim Wenders has brought together short films from 
different directors, each dedicated to a public building designated a “cathedral of culture”, although 
there are no actual cathedrals: the Pompidou Centre, Halden prison in Norway, Berlin Philharmonic 
building, the Salk Institute in California… 

cathedrals of culture
wim wenders, michael glawogger, michael madsen, 
robert redford, margreth olin, karim ainouz
denmark, austria, norway, germany, 2014, 158’
english; turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

28 November - Friday 21:15
30 November - Sunday 21:15

Best Script Cannes Best Film Munich
On the surface, Leviathan is about how a dispute over land in a remote Russian township becomes a 
stone that casts cataclysmic ripples through a family and a community. But there are much greater 
monsters of the deep moving under the surface of this powerful film. Simultaneously a modern essay 
on suffering and a black social comedy, it is most importantly of all a thinly veiled political parable 
drenched in bitter irony that takes aim against the corrupt, corrosive regime of Vladimir Putin. 

leviathan 
andrey zvyagintsev

russia, 2014, 141’
russian; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

1 December - Monday 21:15
3 December - Wednesday 21:15



Best Film, Best Supporting Actor Israeli Film Academy Awards Best Israeli Feature, Audience 
Award, Best Actor Jerusalem
Israel doesn’t have civil marriage or divorce: Matrimony is controlled by the Orthodox rabbinate, 
which decides who can get hitched or unhitched. In this expertly written, brilliantly acted film, 
Viviane struggles against her passive-aggressive husband and the rabbinical judges to legally end 
her marriage. (“gett” is a divorce document, obtainable in Israel only by going through religious 
courts)

gett: the trial of viviane amsalem
ronit elkabetz, shlomi elkabetz
france, israel, germany, 2014, 115’
hebrew; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

30 November - Sunday 16:30
1 December - Monday 14:30

Prize of the Ecumenical Jury - Special Mention Berlin
Triptyque tells the story of Michelle, a schizophrenic woman released from a hospital into the 
care of her sister, Marie, who has recently recovered from brain surgery and begun a relationship 
with her surgeon, Thomas. Each of the characters, while experiencing personal turmoil, struggle 
to express themselves through the imperfect medium of language. A dreamy, surreal film that 
nonetheless touches on tangible human emotions, consciousness and memory, as well as the dire 
state of our city streets.

triptych triptyque
pedro pires, robert lepage
canada, 2013, 95’
french, english, german; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

28 November - Friday 14:30
4 December - Thursday 21:15

  * gett: the trial of viviane amsalem



Golden Palm Cannes Best Foreign Film French Syndicate of Cinema Critics Best Foreign Film 
Italian National Syndicate of Film Journalists Best Director Kansas City Film Critics Circle 
Awards Best Film, Best Director National Society of Film Critics Awards
Blow-Up tells the story of a disillusioned fashion photographer Thomas, in ‘60s mod London who 
discovers he’s captured a murder on camera. When Thomas accidentally photographs a crime 
scene at a disturbingly serene park, he’s encouraged to activate a coded narrative via blow ups of 
his photographs. Antonioni creates a film that questions the politics of its protagonist and, at the 
same time, challenges the way we watch movies. In many ways, this is the best film ever made 
about movies.

blow-up
michelangelo antonioni
italy, uk, usa, 1966, 111’
english; turkish subtitles 

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 2

29 November - Saturday 21:00
4 December - Thursday 21:00

Golden Lion, Italian Film Critics Award Venice Best Screenplay Blue Ribbon Awards Best 
Director, Best Foreign Film National Board of Review
Rashomon is about a court proceeding, recalled in flashback, relating to a mysterious crime. A 
bandit is on trial for murdering a samurai and raping his wife in the remote forest. Each of these 
three figures addresses the court, the dead man via a medium - an amazingly, electrifyingly strange 
conceit, carried off with absolute conviction. The bandit, the samurai and the samurai’s wife each 
claim to have committed the murderous act themselves, the samurai by suicide. Truth, history, 
memory and the past… are these just fictions?

rashomon
akira kurosawa
japan, 1950, 88’
japan; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

30 November - Sunday 14:30
2 December - Tuesday 14:30

THREE DOORS OPENING ON REALITY
MURATHAN MUNGAN:

Golden Palm, Prize of the Ecumenical Jury – Special Mention Cannes Best Editing, Best 
Soundtrack Bafta Awards Best Film, Best Director Kansas City Film Critics Circle Awards Best 
Film, Best Director, Best Actor National Board of Review, USA
Coppola, who wrote and directed, considers this film his most personal project. He was working 
two years after the Watergate break-in, amid the ruins of the Vietnam effort, telling the story of 
a man who places too much reliance on high technology and has nightmares about his personal 
responsibility. Harry Caul is a microcosm of America at that time: not a bad man, trying to do his job, 
haunted by a guilty conscience, feeling tarnished by his work.

the conversation
francis ford coppola
usa, 1974, 113’
english; turkish subtitles

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

30 November -  Sunday 14:30
2 December - Tuesday 12:30



Best Film, Best Actor Sarajevo Best First Film, Best Actor, Best Supporting Actor, Best Music Antalya
Young teacher Ali lives with his aging mother Nigar in Istanbul’s Tarlabaşı district. Nigar is 
convinced that her old neighbours have all moved back to their village in Eastern Turkey. Every 
morning she packs her belongings and sets out to return to her village. All Ali can do is be kind 
to her; he buys her gifts, feeds her sweets. Meanwhile Ali discovers that his girlfriend is pregnant.

song of my mother annemin şarkısı
erol mintaş
turkey, france, germany, 2014, 103’
kurdish, turkish; english subtitles 

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

28 November - Friday 12:15
4 December - Thursday 19:00

Best Script Adana
Kaya, a fisherman, lives with his wife, Filiz, in a village on the shores of a lake. Their young daughter 
Deniz is unable to speak. In search of a cure for Deniz, Filiz decides to try an ancient alternative 
remedy. She thinks that feeding the girl a breed of fish believed to be medicinal will heal her 
disorder. When he discovers the fish at home, Kaya has the idea of farming them commercially 
in the hope of making some money. In need of money, he starts fishing illegally with chemicals.

fish balık
derviş zaim
turkey, 2014, 80’ 
turkish; english subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

2 December - Tuesday 19:00
4 December - Thursday 14:30

Best Script Rome Best Film, Best Script, Best Music Istanbul
Middle-aged unmarried loner Nihat works in a hospital canteen. When young colleague Ayşe 
invites him to her house for dinner, he accepts despite the rumours that her husband Necip is in jail 
for a serious offence. When Nihat sees a wedding photograph, he notices that Ayşe’s imprisoned 
husband looks an awful lot like him. The awkward relationship that ensues changes Nihat’s life 
more profoundly than he could ever have foreseen.

i’m not him ben o değilim

tayfun pirselimoğlu 
turkey, greece, france, 2013, 127’ 
turkish; english subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1
29 November  -  Saturday 16:30
3 December  -  Wednesday 16:30

with the participation of the >
director and the actor 

TURKEY 2014

with the participation of the director >

with the participation >
of the actor 



Special Jury Award Venice Special Jury Award, Best Editing Antalya  
Sivas features the story of an eleven year old boy (Aslan) and a weathered fighting dog (Sivas) who 
develop a strong relationship after Aslan finds Sivas wounded in a ditch, left to die. Meanwhile, 
a school play of the Snow White and the Seven Dwarves dominates the background as Aslan is 
disappointed in losing the role of the prince to Osman, his rival-in-love and son of the village head.

sivas
kaan müjdeci
turkey, germany, 2014, 97’
turkish; english subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

29 November - Saturday 21:15
1 December - Monday 12:15

Yılmaz Güney Award, Film Directors’ Association Best Director Award Adana
Bahadır, an aspiring 35-year-old director, spends his life making cheap television films inspired 
by the stories of folk songs. On the other hand, he has a great ambition to make films like his idol, 
Tarkovsky. He stands between his dreams and the real, tragicomic conditions

why can’t i be tarkovsky neden tarkovski olamıyorum
murat düzgünoğlu
turkey, 2014, 91’ 
turkish; english subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

28 November - Friday 19:00
2 December - Tuesday 12:15

with the participation  >
of the director

Best Film, Best Actor, Best Art Director Adana
Metin (37) is a male day - cleaner in Istanbul. He is a simple-hearted man living in his small and 
happy world. He is passionate about the ‘arabesque’ music and he composes songs. Metin’s small 
world is firstly disturbed by the visit of his nephew, Umit, who is doing his military service in 
Istanbul. But his world is truly shaken by the arrival of Neslihan, the manicurist he knows through 
one of his clients. Meanwhile, something curious happens and the talent show for which he had 
sung invites him for the TV show.

spirit of dust toz ruhu

my mother learns cinema 
(short film, 3‘)

nesimi yetik
turkey, 2014, 95’ turkish; english subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

1 December - Monday 19:00
2 December - Tuesday 16:30

  * sivas

with the participation >
of the director



Interfilm Award Berlin Gold Hugo Chicago Golden Prize, Fipresci Prize Moscow Best Actor, 
Golden Lion Polish Film Festival
Fairly impressive account of an amateur movie-maker who progresses from home movies, via 
the factory film club, to documentaries of a more political kind. But in improving his technique 
and his status as a filmmaker, he lays himself upon to criticism and censorship from the local 
authorities, and so begins the ideological battle –artistic expression vs political oppression- of 
Kieslowski’s satire.

camera buff amator
krzysztof kieslowski
poland, 1979, 110’
polish; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

3 December - Wednesday 19.00
4 December - Thursday 16.30

Close-Up begins with a court case against Sabzian, an out-of-work Iranian man who, posing as 
director  Mohsen Makhmalbaf, insinuates himself into an upper-class Tehrani family’s life under 
the pretense of using them in a film. He doesn’t, of course, but in a kind of proto-reality show 
sleight-of-hand, Kiarostami does—entire segments of Sabzian’s strange little history with the 
family are re-enacted for the camera, and we’re never clear on exactly how much of what we see is 
true and how much is fiction. Film will be screened together with The Gala of Close Up (Il giorno 
della prima di Close Up, Nanni Moretti, 7’).

close-up nema-ye nazdik
abbas kiarostami
iran, 1990, 98’
farsi; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 2

30 November - Sunday 21:00
2 December - Tuesday 21:00

Best Art Director Prix Italia Young Jury Award Reel 2 Real Audience Award New Orleans
The First Movie, is part documentary, part essay, part contemporary memoir, recording Mark 
Cousins’s visit to Goptapa in the Kurdish region of northern Iraq, which was the subject of a 
horrendous chemical assault in 1988, part of Saddam Hussein’s genocidal assault upon the Kurds. 
Cousins asks the children to be discerning viewers and even makers of films. After settling them 
down to watch movies, he hands out some digital video cameras to the children and asks them to 
make their own films. The children come back with some remarkable stuff. 

the first movie 
mark cousins
uk, 2009, 76’
english, farsi, kurdish; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

29 November - Saturday 12:15
4 December - Thursday 12:15

FOR THE LOVE OF CINEMA!



There are indefinable films, unique, almost immeasurable, that tumble into our lives one day, 
move in and just won’t leave us. Films that touch us and work on us, that move us and change us. 
But above all films that through their manner, their style, in a word, their writing, open roads for 
us, create pathways far away from the known and the conventional, the vertigo of crevasses, the 
adventurous freedom of the oceans. When I Will Be Dictator is definitely one of those and that’s 
not all.

when i will be a dictator quand je serais dictateur
yaël andré
belgium, 2013, 90’
french; english & turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 2

3 December - Wednesday 21:00

Goodbye to Language is like one of those notebooks artists keep in movies, with sketches, 
quotations, colour washes, ideas and doodles tumbling over one another, until finally you reach 
the not-quite-the-end, with the baby crying and the dog barking. Then some titles. Then the real 
end, which is a delight. A visual, cinematic and brain-twisting delight.

goodbye to language adieu au langage

jean-luc godard
france, 2014, 70’
french; turkish subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 1

30 November - Sunday 19:00

Turkey in the 1960s and 1970s was one of the biggest producers of film in the world even though its 
film industry, Yeşilçam, didn’t have enough written material to start with. In order to keep up with 
the demand, screenwriters and directors were copying scripts and remaking movies from all over 
the world. What they lacked in equipment and budget they compensated through excessive use 
of manpower both behind and in front of the camera. In Istanbul Cem Kaya met with the fastest 
working directors, the most practical cameramen and the most hardheaded actors to have a closer 
look into the country’s tumultuous history of movie making.

motör aka remake, remix, rip-off

cem kaya
germany, turkey, 2014, 110’
turkish; english subtitles

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 2

28 November - Friday 21:00
1 December - Monday 21:00

FOR THE LOVE OF CINEMA!

  * goodbye to language



On the one hand a sad, poignant character study, “Museum Hours” is also a treatise on art history 
and a love letter to architectural wonder. Predominantly set in Vienna’s grand Kunsthistorisches 
Art Museum, the trim story involves middle-aged museum guard Johann whose quiet gig has 
allowed him to fade into his surroundings and observe the visitors in much the same way they 
peer at the artwork. It’s here that he encounters the distant Anne, a woman of the same generation 
who’s in town to deal with her cousin’s debilitating illness. But the connection between Johann 
and Anne is only one component of “Museum Hours,” which branches out to explore the crevices 
of the Kunsthistorisches and the ability of its contents to address a multitude of ideas.

museum hours
jem cohen
austria, usa , 2012, 106’
german, english; english & turkish subtitles 

Most of Frederick Wiseman’s recent work has centred on institutions the 84-year-old documentarian 
clearly admires. Joining the roll call of Berkeley campus, a boxing gym in Texas and the Paris 
Opera Ballet comes London’s National Gallery, into which Wiseman clearly relishes delving. His 
three-hour portrait is not only an immersive behind-the-scenes tour, highlighting the unseen work 
behind the hangings, but also an essay on the art of visual storytelling.

national gallery
frederick wiseman
usa, france, 2014, 173’
english; turkish subtitles

A DAY AT THE MUSEUM

  * museum hours

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

2 December - Tuesday 14:30

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

30 November - Sunday 19:00



exemplary ibretnüma
2009, 27’30”, video animation
script, editing, voice-over CANAN
turkish; english subtitles

the waq waq tree vak vak ağacı
 
2010, 21’14”, video animation
script, editing, voice-over CANAN
turkish; english subtitles

delusion hezeyan
2014 , 60’, video
script, editing, voice-over CANAN
turkish; english subtitles

AWAKENING TALES:

  * exemplary

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi
29 November - Saturday 14:30

CANAN

EXHIBITION: CANAN
it was worth the evil eye into my world
28 November - 10 December 
Galeri Siyah Beyaz 
Kavaklıdere Sokak No: 3/1-2 Şili Meydanı



VIEWS FROM THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
Films made on Ottoman soil in the years between 1896-1922 
have found the light of day! Bringing a fresh perspective to the 
Ottoman era and cinema history, the films will be premiered in 
Ankara.
Musician: Çiğdem Borucu with live music 
Film Presentation: Elif Rongen Kaynakçı and Nezih Erdoğan

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi
2 December - Tuesday
17:00

BACK ON THE ROAD WITH TUNCEL KURTIZ

e5 the guestworkers’ highway
tuncel kurtiz
turkey, sweden, 1978, 60’
turkish, swedish, german; german & turkish subtitles

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi
29 November - Saturday
19:00

smyrne (1911, 3’) 
turkije (1915, 4’)
türkey – konstantinopel (1910, 7’)
bosphorus (1912, 4’)
tripoli (1912, 4’) 
tra le pinete di rodi(1912, 5’)
aan het turkse front (1913-1917, 3’)
constantinopel, natuuropname van de 
grootste stad van zuid-europa (1920, 10’)

balkan war (1912-1923, 10’)
belgrado (1922’, 13’)
les vieilles rues arabes du caire (1913, 2’)
charlie in turkey (1919, 9’)
les evenements de syrie (1925, 2’)
danses algeriennes: 
danses des ouled-nails (1902, 2’)
ottoman military camp  (1915, 2’)
sarajewo, die hauptstadt von bosnien (1915,6’)



SHORT IS 
GOOD II

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

30 November - Sunday  12:30

SHORT IS 
GOOD I

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

29 November - Saturday  12:30

beauty
rino stefano tagliafierro
france, 2014, 9’49”, experimental

ziazan
derya durmaz
turkey, 2014, 14’39”, fiction

beep
kim kyung-man
south korea, 2014, 10’, experimental

des(pecho)truction
maria ruiz
venezuela, 2013, 11’, experimental

xenos
mahdi fleifel
uk, denmark, 2013, 12’, documentary

washingtonia
konstantina kotzamani
greece, 2014, 24’, fiction

my friend nietzsche
fauston da silva
brazil, 2013, 15’, fiction

sequence
carles torrens
usa, 2013, 20’, fiction

recycled
lei lei, thomas sauvin
china, 2013, 5’, experimental

person to person
dustin defa
usa, 2014, 18’, fiction

love is more than i can handle
javier giner
spain, 2014, 19’, fiction 

three stones for jean genet
frieder schlaich
germany, 2014, 7’6”, documentary

we are become death
jean-gabriel periot
france, 2014, 4’, documentary

welkom 
pablo munoz gomez
belgium, 2014, 17’, fiction



united we stand 
hans peter molland
norway, 2002, 9’27”, fiction

las palmas 
johannes nyholm
sweden, 2011, 13’, animation

spider
nash edgerton
avustralia, 2007, 10’, fiction

my mother learns cinema 
nesimi yetik 
turkey, 2006, 4’, fiction

one day a man bought a house 
pjotr sapegin
norway, 1998, 7’, animation

tango
zbigniew rybszynski
poland, 1980, 8’10”, animation

a heap of trouble 
steve sullivan
uk, 2001, 4’, fiction

tanghi argentini
guido thys
belgium, 2006, 14’, fiction

the alarm clock 
marc-henri wajnberg
belgium, 1996, 7’, fiction

overtime
oury atlan, thibaut berland, damien ferrie
france, 2011, 4’55”, animation

music for one apartment and six drummers  
ola simonsson, johannes nilsson
sweden, 2001, 9’34, experimental

thanks! merci! 
christine rabette
belgium, 2002, 8’, fiction

20 YEARS’ 
BEST SHORTS

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

29 November - Saturday  17:00



bbobbi i’m sorry 
noh yu-kyung, ki min-joo, cha sa-rang
2014, 6’11”

colorise
lee dae-han
2013, 7’16”

cookie adventure 
kim a-ri, kim sun-hwa, cha hyun-kyung
2014, 3’30”

dog show 
kim da-hyeon, lee min-uk,  jeong seung-gyun
2014, 5’11”

good morning 
lee hyun-ho
2014, 3’56”

mr. mrs. magnet 
yoo kyung-guen, jung sang-ryun
2014, 3’50”

runaway
park hyun-jong
2009, 3’30”

fancy carp
yu ri kim
2014, 5’10”

ice fishing 
heedon yoon
2014, 6’9”

welcome to my house 
sue hyun moon
2012, 5’34”

CHILDREN 
FILMS: 
KOREA

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi

29 November - Saturday   10:30
30 November - Sunday  10.30
2 December - Tuesday  10:30

Ankara İsrail
Büyükelçiliği

EE ND RACHT M
AAKT MACHTL’UNION FAIT 

LA FORCE

Belçika BüyükelçiliğiABD Büyükelçiliği Avusturya Büyükelçiliği Norveç Büyükelçiliğiİtalya Büyükelçiliği



28 november
friday

29 november 
saturday

30 november
sunday

1 december
monday

2 december
tuesday

3 december
wednesday

4 december
thursday

12:15
song 
of my 

mother
the first 
movie

two days, 
one night sivas why can’t i be 

tarkovsky 1001  grams the first 
movie

14:30 triptych blind dates rashomon viviane 
amsalem rashomon blind dates fish

16:30 adventure *i’m not him viviane 
amsalem adventure spirit of dust i’m not him camera buff

19:00 *why can’t i be 
tarkovsky

two days, 
one night

goodbye to 
language

*spirit of 
dust *fish camera buff

*song 
of my 

mother

21:15 cathedrals of 
culture sivas cathedrals of 

culture leviathan 1001  grams leviathan triptych

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall I meşrutiyet cad. hatay sok. 18 kızılay tel: 425 01 00

Büyülü Fener Theatre Hall 2 

21:00 motör blow-up close-up motör close-up when i will 
be a dictator blow-up

world cinema

turkey 2014

tuncel kurtiz

CANAN

short is good

20 years’ best shorts

views from the 
ottoman empire

children films

for the love of cinema!

a day at the museum

three doors opening on reality

Büyülü Fener Ticket Prices:  Student : 10TL  Adult: 12TL Tickets are avaible at Kızılay Büyülü Fener Theatre.
Please bring your 3 D movie glasses for the movies Goodbye To Language and Cathedrals of Culture 

3D glasses are charged for 3 TL at the theatre.  
Screenings at the Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi are free of charge.

Films in the festival require 13+, The film “Motör” requires 18+.
There is no age limit for the children films.

Bu festival 5224 sayılı yasa gereğince, Sanatsal Etkinlikler Komisyonu’ndan alınan izinle düzenlenmiştir.

* with the participation of the director

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi
kennedy cad. no: 4  kavaklıdere  t: 468 21 05

29 november
saturday

30 november
sunday

2 december
tuesday

10:30 children films children films children films

12:30 short is good I short is good II conversation

14:30
CANAN: 

awakening tales conversation museum hours

17:00
20 years’ best 

shorts
Q&A : murathan 

mungan views from 
the ottoman 

empire19:00 e5 the questworkers’ 
highway national gallery


